University of Aarhus
Building 1485, room 123
Nobelsalen

Thursday 29th November 2012, 13.15 to 16.15

“After the Elections:
Russia and the Surrounding World”

Languages: Danish and Russian

Michael Frederiksen, Simultaneous interpretation
Kim Frederichsen, Moderator

Registration by mail to: sonja045@hotmail.com on November 19th non at the latest. Give your name and address or organization.

Registration fee: d.kr. 50- (Including coffee/tea)
Payment transfer to: Nordea 2251 5496 784 601

The conference is arranged by Danish-Russian Association Aarhus www.dkrus-aarhus.dk in cooperation with Danish-Russian Association and the University of Aarhus East European Studies
Sponsored by the Hermod Lannungs Foundation.
Programme

13.15 – 13.20  Welcome on behalf of Sonja Christensen, leader of Danish-Russian Association Aarhus

13.20 – 13.25  Presentation on behalf of Kim Frederichsen, moderator Danish-Russian Association Fyn

13.25 – 13.30  Welcome on behalf of Tine Roesen, East European Studies University of Aarhus

13.30 – 14.00  Mikhail G. Deljagin, Dr of Economics, author, director of IPROG, Institute of Globalizations Problems: The political and socio-economic situation in Russia after the elections: tendencies and challenges

14.00 – 14.30  Erik Kulavig, Lic. phil., lecturer, University of Southern Denmark

14.30 – 14.40  Questions from the audience to Deljagin and Kulavig

14.40 – 15.00  Coffee break

15.00 – 15.30  Irina Dubovskaja, Ph. D, specialist in international marketing communication, Moscow State University: The Image of Russia in the West – in recent years and after the elections.

15.30 – 16.00  Flemming Splidsboel - Hansen, Ph. D, research coordinator, The Danish Defense College: Russia under and after Putin – one step backwards and two steps forward.

16.00 – 16.10  Questions from the audience to Irena Dubovskaya and Splidsboel -Hansen

16.10 – 16.15  Conclusion
CV for the speakers

Mikhail G. Deljagin
Dr. of Economics, economic and political consultant, founder and director of IPROG, an Institute for Globalization Problems, author of a great number of books and articles on economy, political ideology, globalization, Russia after Putin etc, many of them published in the US, Germany, France, Finland, China and India.

Irina Dubovskaja
Ph. D. Moscow State University, specialist in international marketing communication, post-graduate program director; among other things she works with Russia’s image in the West – after the elections and in recent years.

Erik Kulavig
Ph. D., University of Southern Denmark. Author of KGB The Russian security services from Ivan the Cruel to Vladimir Putin, The Read Tyranny, Stalin, power and society 1879 – 1953, Dissent in the Years of Khrushchev. Nine Stories about Disobedient Russians. Special research areas history, culture and politics in Russia 1917. The Russian Revolution

Flemming Splidsboel – Hansen
Ph. D., research coordinator at the Royal Danish De-fence College, earlier employed at the Central European University at Budapest and the University of Copenhagen. His research focuses on e.g. Russian foreign policy, relations between Russia and the West and projects on how norms are extended from the West to Russia.
Michael Frederiksen
External lecturer at East European studies, University of Aarhus

Tine Roesen
Assistant professor in Russian culture at East European studies, leader of education European studies at the Institute for Culture and Society University of Aarhus.

Kim Frederichsen
Mater of Arts, vice President Danish-Russian Association, former research at Research Center of the Cold War. Author of articles and books about The history of the Cold War and the history of GULAC.